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Abstract
Model usage is the central challenge of modelbased reinforcement learning. Although dynamics model based on deep neural networks provide good generalization for single step prediction, such ability is over exploited when it is
used to predict long horizon trajectories due to
compounding errors. In this work, we propose
a Dyna-style model-based reinforcement learning algorithm, which we called Maximum Entropy Model Rollouts (MEMR). To eliminate the
compounding errors, we only use our model to
generate single-step rollouts. Furthermore, we
propose to generate diverse model rollouts by nonuniform sampling of the environment states such
that the entropy of the model rollouts is maximized. We mathematically derived the maximum
entropy sampling criteria for one data case under Gaussian prior. To accomplish this criteria,
we propose to utilize a prioritized experience replay. Our preliminary experiments in challenging
locomotion benchmarks show that our approach
achieves the same sample efficiency of the best
model-based algorithms, matches the asymptotic
performance of the best model-free algorithms,
and significantly reduces the computation requirements of other model-based methods.

1. Introduction
Model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) (Janner et al.,
2019; Buckman et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Chua
et al., 2018) shows competitive performance compared
with best model-free reinforcement learning (MFRL) algorithms (Schulman et al., 2017; 2015; Mnih et al., 2013;
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Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b) with significantly fewer environment samples on challenging robotics locomotion benchmarks (Todorov et al., 2012). A MFRL algorithm learns
complex skills by maximizing a scalar reward designed
by human engineering. However, to obtain promising performance a large number of environment interactions are
needed which may take a long time in real-world applications. In such cases, MBRL is appealing due to its superior sample efficiency that relies on the generalization of a
learned predictive dynamics model. However, the quality
of the policy trained on imagined trajectories is often worse
asymptotically than the best MFRL counterparts due to the
imperfect models.
Recently, (Janner et al., 2019) proposed Model-based Policy
Optimization (MBPO), including a theoretical framework
that encourages short-horizon model usage based on an
optimistic assumption of a bounded model generalization
error given policy shift. Although empirical studies have
shown support evidence, this property is hard to guarantee in
the whole state distribution. Moreover, uniform sampling of
the environment states to generate branched model rollouts
degrades the diversity of the model dataset, especially when
the policy shift is small, which makes the policy updates
inefficient.
Our main contribution is a practical algorithm, which we
called Maximum Entropy Model Rollouts (MEMR) based
on the aforementioned insights. The differences between
MEMR and MBPO are: 1) MEMR follows Dyna (Sutton,
1991) that only generates single-step model rollouts while
MBPO encourages generating short-horizon model rollouts.
The generalization ability of MEMR is strictly guaranteed
by supervised machine learning theory, which can be empirically estimated by validation errors (Shalev-Shwartz &
Ben-David, 2014). 2) MEMR utilizes a prioritized experience replay (Schaul et al., 2015) to generate max-diversity
model rollouts for efficient policy updates. We validate
this idea on challenging locomotion benchmarks (Todorov
et al., 2012) and the experimental results show that MEMR
matches the asymptotic performance and sample efficiency
of MBPO (Janner et al., 2019) while significantly reducing
the number of policy updates and model rollouts leading to
faster learning speed.
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2. Preliminaries
Reinforcement Learning algorithms aim to solve Markov
Decision Process (MDP) with unknown dynamics. A
Markov decision process (MDP) (Sutton & Barto, 2018)
is defined as a tuple < S, A, R, P, µ >, where S is the set
of states, A is the set of actions, R(s, a, s0 ) : S×A×S → R
defines the intermediate reward when the agent transits from
state s to s0 by taking action a, P (s0 |s, a) : S × A × S →
[0, 1] defines the probability when the agent transits from
state s to s0 by taking action a, µ : S → [0, 1] defines the
starting state distribution. The objective of reinforcement
learning is to select policy π : µ → P (A) such that
J(π) =

E

[

∞
X

s0 ∼µ,at ∼π(·|st )
st+1 ∼P (·|st ,at ) t=0

γ t R(st , at , st+1 )]

(1)

is maximized.
2.1. Prioritized Experience Replay
Prioritized experience replay (Schaul et al., 2015) is introduced to increase the learning efficiency of DQN (Mnih
et al., 2013), where the probability of each transition is proportional to the absolute TD error (Watkins & Dayan, 1992).
To avoid overfitting, stochastic prioritization is utilized and
the bias is corrected via annealed importance sampling. In
this work, we adopt the same idea with a custom prioritization criteria such that the joint entropy of the state and
action in the model dataset is maximized.

to generate one-step rollouts, in which case we interpret
it as model-based exploration. The nice property of this
model usage is the natural bounded model generalization
error, which can be estimated in practice by the validation
dataset (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014).
Model rollout distribution. Uniform sampling of true
states 1 to generate model rollouts is adopted in MBPO (Janner et al., 2019). This potentially generates large amount of
similar data when the policy and the learned model changes
slowly as training progresses. As result, the efficiency of
the policy updates is deteriorated. In this work, we propose
to sample true states to generate single-step model rollouts
such that the joint entropy of the state and action of the
model dataset is maximized. The intuition is to increase the
”diversity” of the model dataset, from which the policy can
benefit for efficient learning.

3. Maximum Entropy Model Rollouts
In this section, we unveil the technical details of our Maximum Entropy Model Rollouts (MEMR) for model based
policy optimization. First, we propose the Maximum Entropy Sampling Theorem to help understand the choice of
our prioritization criteria. Based on the theoretical analysis, we propose a practical implementation of this idea and
discuss the challenges posed by runtime complexity along
with their fixes.
3.1. Maximum Entropy Sampling Criteria

2.2. Model-based Policy Optimization

We begin by considering the following problem definition:

Model-based policy optimization (MBPO) (Janner et al.,
2019) achieves state-of-the-art sample efficiency and
matches the asymptotic performance of MFRL approaches.
MBPO optimizes a policy with soft actor-critic (SAC)
(Haarnoja et al., 2018a) under the data distribution collected
by unrolling the learned dynamics model using the current policy. However, the sample efficiency comes at the
cost of 2.5x to 5x increased number of policy updates compared with SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018a) and a large number
of model rollouts, that significantly decreases the training
speed. To mitigate this bottleneck, we analyze the model
usage and model rollout distribution and propose insights
on how to improve MBPO to obtain better computation
efficiency.

Problem 3.1 (Maximum Entropy Sampling). Let Denv =
env
{si }N
i=1 be the collection of all the states in the environment
model
dataset. Let Dmodel = {(s, a)}N
j=1 be the collection of
all the state-action pairs in the model dataset2 . Assume for
each state in Denv , we sample action ai ∼ πφ (·|si ) using the
env
current policy denoted as Dsample = {(si , ai )}N
i=1 . Assume
we parameterize the policy distribution derived from the
model dataset as a Gaussian distribution with diagonal
covariance: πψ (ai |si ) = N (µψ (si ), Σψ (si )). Let the joint
entropy of the state-action in the model dataset be H(S, A).
Now we select (sk , ak ) from Dsample and add it to the Dmodel .
0
Let the joint entropy of the new Dmodel
= Dmodel ∪{(sk , ak )}
0
0
be H(S , A ), the optimal sampling criteria problem is to
choose index k such that H(S 0 , A0 )−H(S, A) is maximized.

Model usage. In MBPO, learned dynamics model is used
to generate branched model rollouts with short horizons
(Janner et al., 2019). Although (Janner et al., 2019) presented theoretical analysis to bound the policy performance
trained using model generate rollouts, the over exploitation
of model generalization can’t be eliminated. In this work,
one of our core idea is that we only rely on learned model

Theorem 3.1 (Maximum Entropy Sampling Theorem). Assume Nmodel  1 such that the state distribution of Dmodel
1
States encountered in real environment as opposed to imagined
states that are generated by the model.
2
The tasks considered in this work are deterministic so we omit
s0 for simplicity.
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Algorithm 1 Maximum Entropy Model Rollouts for ModelBased Policy Optimization

{

1: Initialize environment dataset Denv and model dataset

Dmodel

…

2: Initialize SAC policy πφ , predictive model pθ and

model derived policy distribution πψ
Segment
index

1

2

K-1

K

Figure 1. Segmented replay buffer for model generated rollouts.
Each segment contains data sampled from the same environment
state distribution.

3: for t = 1 : total num steps do
4:
if t%model update freq == 0 then
5:
Train model pθ on Denv via maximum likelihood
6:
end if
7:
Sample at ∼ πφ (·|st ); Execute at in the environment
8:

0
and Dmodel
are identical, then
√
k = arg min log( 2ππψ (ai |si )σ(πψ (·|si )))

(2)

9:
10:
11:

where πψ (ai |si ) is the probability of model data policy at
(si , ai ), σ(πψ (·|si )) is the standard deviation of the conditional distribution at si .

12:

i

Proof. See Appendix A, Theorem A.2.

13:
14:

3.2. Practical Implementation

15:

Theorem 3.1 provides a mathematically justified criteria to
select states from the environment dataset for rollout generation to maximize the ”diversity” of the model dataset,
yet it poses several practical challenges to implement: 1)
It requires a full sweep of all the states in the environment
dataset before each sampling, which is O(Nenv ). This is
problematic because Nenv grows linearly as training progresses. 2) Stochastic gradient descent assumes uniform
sampling of the data distribution whereas prioritized sampling breaks this assumption and introduces bias. 3) Training the model data distribution to converge is expensive
but crucial before evaluating the priority. A complete algorithm that handles the aforementioned practical challenges
is presented in Algorithm 1.

16:

Stochastic prioritization. Inspired by (Schaul et al.,
2015), we only update the priority of the states that are
just sampled to avoid an expensive full sweep before each
sampling. An immediate consequence of this approach is
that certain states with low priorities will not be sampled for
a very long time. This potentially leads to overfitting. Following (Schaul et al., 2015), we use stochastic prioritization
that interpolates between pure greedy and uniform sampling
with the following probability of sampling state i:
pα
P (i) = P i α
k pk

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

and observe st+1
Compute priority pt according to Equation 4; add
(st , at , st+1 , pt ) to Denv
for j = 1 : M do
α P
Sample sj ∼ P (j) = pj / i pαj from Denv
Compute
importance-sampling
weight
wj = (N · P (j))−β / maxi wi
Sample aj ∼ πφ (·|sj ); Perform one-step rollout
0
using pθ and obtain ŝj .
end for
0
Add {(sj , aj , ŝj , wj )}M
j=1 to the next segment in
Dmodel
Update πψ on {(sj , aj )}M
j=1 via maximum likelihood
for D epochs
Update the priority of sj according to Equation 4 for
all j
for G iterations do
Sample segment index k uniformly; Sample batch
size B from segment k uniformly
Update
QP
network
as
B
φQ ← φQ − λπ B1 i=1 wi · ∇φQ Jπ (φQ , i)
Update
policy
using
PB
Jπ (φ) = B1 i=1 [DKL (π|| exp{Qπ − V π })]
end for
end for

with α = 0 corresponding to the uniform case. According
to Theorem 3.1, we compute pi as
√
(4)
pi = − log( 2ππψ (ai |si )σ(πψ (·|si )))
Correcting the bias. Using prioritized sampling introduces bias when fitting the Q network of the SAC. Inspired
by (Schaul et al., 2015), we apply weighted importancesampling (IS) when calculating the loss of the Q network,
where the weight for sample i is
wi = (

1 β
1
·
)
N P (i)

(5)

(3)

where pi ≥ 0 is the priority of state and action i. The
exponent α determines how much prioritization is used,

Segmented replay buffer. According to Algorithm 1, we
update the priority after sampling states from the environment dataset to perform model rollouts. Thus, the sampling
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Figure 2. Training curves of MEMR and two baselines. Solid curves depict the mean of five trials and shaded regions correspond to
standard deviation among trials. The first row depicts the performance vs. the total number of environment interactions. We observe that
MEMR matches the performance of state-of-the-art model-based and model-free algorithms. The second row shows the performance vs.
the number of policy updates and we observe that MEMR converges as fast as SAC in terms of the number of updates. The third row
shows that MEMR generates only a fraction of model rollouts compared to MBPO, which indicates far less training time.

distribution of every M model rollout generation is different.
This leads to incorrect importance weights if we randomly
sample a batch from the model dataset that contains data
generated from different distributions to perform policy updates. To fix it, we introduce segmented replay buffer that
group every M rollouts in the same segment. During sampling for policy updates, we randomly sample a segment
index, then sample a batch from that segment.
Training model derived policy distribution. Fitting πψ
using Dmodel via maximum likelihood to converge is costly
since the size of Dmodel is large and this operation must be
performed every time we generate model rollouts. Since the
data in model buffer is swapped rapidly, we treat it as an
online learning procedure and only perform several gradient
updates on the newly stored data.

4. Experiments
Our experimental evaluation aims to study the following
questions: How well does MEMR perform on RL bench-

marks, compared to state-of-the-art model-based and modelfree algorithms in terms of sample efficiency, asymptotic
performance and computation efficiency?
We evaluate MEMR on Mujoco benchmarks (Todorov et al.,
2012). We compare our method with the state-of-the-art
model-based method, MBPO (Janner et al., 2019). As
shown in Figure 2, MEMR matches the asymptotic performance of MBPO whereas MEMR only uses 1/4 policy
updates and a fraction of model rollouts. It indicates that
MEMR is more efficient in terms of model rollouts data
used for policy updates. It also indicates orders of training
speedup. Compared with the state-of-the-art model-free
method, SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018a), MEMR matches the
asymptotic performance and the data efficiency.
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